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ABSTRACT 
A class of methods for the computation of the Perron root and vector of a 
nonnegative irreducible matrix A is studied. These methods are based on splittings of 
0~1 - A and the use of the Collatz-Wielandt minimum and maximum quotients. The 
primitivity of iteration matrices and the strong ergodicity theorem play an important 
role in proving global convergence theorems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we shall be concerned with the convergence of a class of 
iterative methods for the computation of the spectral radius and a Perron 
vector of a nonnegative irreducible matrix. We shall assume that the reader is 
well acquainted with the general concepts and theory concerning nonnega- 
tive matrices, especially the classical results of Perron and Frobenius, as they 
appear, for instance, in [l] and [12]. 
Let us fix once for all the following notation. The symbol A will denote an 
n x n nonnegative, irreducible matrix. The spectral radius of A will be 
represented by p(A), or just by p for short. We fix a norm IJ.IJ in R” and 
denote by v the normalized Perron vector of A. Thus, v is the unique 
nonnegative vector satisfying AV = pv and ((01) = 1. 
Given a nonnegative vector x = (x1,. . . , x,), define the minimum and 
maximum quotients of x with respect to A, denoted min,(x) and max,(x), 
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min,(x):=sup{yER:yx<Ax} 
max,(x):=inf{yER:yxaAx}. 
We adopt the convention that sup 0 = 0 and inf 0 = + cc. Thus, max,( x) = 
+ co iff there exists i such that xi = 0 and ( Ax)~ # 0. Therefore, as A is 
irreducible, ma,(x) = + co iff r >, 0 is nonzero and nonpositive. It is well 
known that minA and maxA are continuous for x > 0, but they have 
discontinuities at some nonpositive vectors (see e.g. [9]). We shall use 
frequently the following inequalities due to Collatz [2] and Wielandt [13]: 
(1.1) min,(x) <p(A) Max,, 
for any nonzero x 2 0. Wielandt also proved that equality in (1.1) holds iff x 
is a Perron vector of A. That is, 
(1.2) (pZ-A)x<O OT (pl-A)x>O implies Ax=px. 
The maximum and the minimum quotients with respect to A have been 
extensively used to iteratively compute the spectral radius of A (see e.g. [6]) 
and a Perron vector of A. For this purpose, the power method for a primitive 
A and inverse iteration are the most commonly used methods (see [3, 5, 71). 
In [lo], an iteration based on a splitting of (YZ - A and the maximum 
quotient with respect to A was introduced. In the sequel, it is our aim to give 
a detailed analysis of global convergence for a general type of iterative 
methods inspired by that of [lo]. 
As we shall see later on, the convergence of our class of methods is closely 
related to the following well known result (cf. [ll, p. 731). 
STRONG ERGODICITY THEOREM. Let (Tk) be a sequence of n x n primi- 
tive matrices, converging to a primitive matrix T. Then, for any nonzero, 
nonnegative vector x0, the sequence of vectors inductively given by 
converges to the normalized Perron vector of T. 
The results of this article are part of the author’s doctoral thesis [B]. 
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2. PRESENTATION OF THE ALGORITHMS 
Let J be a real interval. For each cu in J we are given a splitting of 
aZ - A, which we shall refer to as Ya; it consists of four matrices M(o), 
N(a), T( (Y), and U(a) satisfying 
W-J aZ - A = M(a) - A’@) and M(o) is nonsingular, 
T(a) = M(a) -‘N(a) and U(~)=N((Y)M((Y)-~. 
For future reference we display the following obvious identity: 
(2.1) U(~)P(~Z-A)=(oZ-A)T(ol)P forall p=O,1,2,.... 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let J’ be a subinterval of J. The splitting Ya is said to 
be: (a) regular in 1’; (b) weakly regular in I’; (c) irreducible in I’; 
(d) primitive in I’; (e) row-allowable in I’; (f) column-allowable in I’; 
(g) continuous in J’, whenever we respectively have, for all (Y in J’: (a) 
M(a) ~ ’ > 0 and N(a) 2 0; (b) T(a) 2 0 and V(a) > 0; (c) T(a) and U(a) are 
irreducible; (d) T(ol) and U(a) are primitive; (e) no row of T(a) is zero; (f) no 
column of T(ar) is zero; (g) M(o) is a continuous function of a. 
The algorithms we shall consider will be designed according to the 
following general iterative scheme: 
SCHEME 2.2. A weakly regular splitting Pa is given in .Z. The algorithm 
is initiated with a nonnegative vector x0, of norm 1. Up to step k the 
algorithm generates a sequence of numbers pO,. . . , pk_ 1 all in J, and a 
sequence of nonnegative normalized vectors x0,. . . , xk. The step k + 1 is then 
executed as follows: 
(2.2) Choose pk in J (by a rule to be specified, depending on the algorithm); 
(2.3) Define xktl by 
DEFINITION 2.3. Assume that y& is a weakly regular, column-allowable 
splitting on J. An algorithm as described in Scheme 2.2 is said to be a MINQ 
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algorithm whenever all sequences it generates satisfy the following condi- 
tions: 
(a) The sequence (pk) is convergent; 
(b i ) There exists a subsequence (EL e, ) of (p k) such that 
pLe, = minAx,,l. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Assume that Y, is a weakly regular, row-allowable 
splitting on J. An algorithm as described in Scheme 2.2 is said to be a MAXQ 
algorithm whenever it is initialized with a positive x0 and all sequences it 
generates satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) The sequence (pcLL) is convergent; 
(b,) There exists a subsequence (p,,) of (pk) such that 
EL,, = maxJr,, >. 
Observe that the column-allowability of y& prevents division by zero in 
(2.3). A MAXQ algorithm generates sequences of positive vectors, to avoid 
infinite values for maxA( 
The inequalities (1.1) together with (b,) or (b,) imply 
respectively, for a MINQ or for a MAXQ algorithm. 
Any integer sequence (ei) satisfying (bi) or &) will be called a special 
sequence of the respective algorithm. If a MINQ [MAXQ] algorithm has a 
special sequence satisfying the condition 
(2.4 ei+1 -e,gm forall i=O,1,2 ,..., 
where m is an integer independent of i, then it is called a bounded-step MINQ 
[MAXQ] algorithm. 
To give some examples, assume that an increasing sequence (ei) of 
integers is given, with e, = 0. Then, we may execute the choice step (2.2) by 
using one of the following methods: 
(2.5) 
w9 
min,(xk) if k=e, forsomei, 
pk := 
pe, 
if e, < k < ei+l, 
maxAbk) if k=e, forsomei, 
pk:= 
PC, 
if e, < k < ei+l. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Assume 9, is weakly regular and column-allowable in 
Z 3 [0, p]. An algorithm as in Scheme 2.2 is said to be a steady-choice MINQ 
algorithm if the choice of pk in (2.2) is made according to (2.5). 
If Ya is a weakly regular, row-allowable splitting in J 3 [ p, + 00) and the 
choice of pk in (2.2) is executed as in (2.6), then we say that the algorithm is 
a steady-choice WQ algorithm. 
REMARI( 2.6. Steady choice MAXQ algorithms were introduced in [lo]. 
There, the author proved global convergence under rather severe restrictions, 
namely: (i) the splitting 9, is regular and primitive in (a, + CO), where 
a = maxi a ii; (ii) T(a) and V(a) are differentiable nonincreasing functions of 
a in (a, + 0~); (iii) the algorithm is a steadychoice, bounded-step MAXQ. 
In this paper, we generalize those results in several directions. 
It is not difficult to see that any sequence (pk) generated by a steadychoice 
algorithm is convergent, as it ought to be. As a matter of fact, we have: 
(2.7) (pk) is nondecreasing and bounded above by p for a steady-choice 
MINQ algorithm, 
and 
(2.8) (pk) is nonincreasing and bounded below by p for a steady-choice 
MAXQ algorithm. 
Let us show (2.7) [the proof of (2.8) is similar]. For, let us fix the integer i, 
and define (Y and p by Q = p,, and p = e,, 1 - e,. By (2.5), T(pk) = T(a) for 
ei < k < ei+,, and so we have 
(2.9) x,,+, = IpwPx, 1) - lwpr,. 
As (Y = min.(x.,), the inequality (aZ - A)xei < 0 holds. Taking into account 
the relations V(a) > 0 and (2.9), we have successively 
V(LX)~( LYZ - A)x, < 0, 
(al - Ah,,+, Q 0. 
The last inequality implies Z.L~, < p,,,,. Therefore (2.7) follows easily. 
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REMARK 2.7. The steadychoice MINQ (or MAXQ) algorithms satisfy the 
property that the choice of Z.L~ does not depend on the euclidean norms of 
x0,.*.> xk. Therefore, for such algorithms the selection of the norm I]. 11 is not 
relevant at all. 
Let P be a permutation matrix, and assume a steadychoice algorithm is 
given. We _may then assume that the norm satisfies ]I Z’X]] = ]]x]]. Denoting 
PAPT by A, the splitting Y& can be transformed in a natural way into a 
splitting $ of (YZ - A, by letting k?(a) := PM(a)PT, ??(a) := PN(a)PT, etc. 
Now, if the algorithm based on 9, generates sequences (pk, xk), the 
algorithm based on 9, will generate sequences (fik, x?,) given by pk = pk 
and xlk = Px,. 
3. SOME SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR 
GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 
We say that a MINQ or a MAXQ algorithm is globally convergent if (Z.L~) 
converges to p = p(A) and (xk) converges to v (the normalized Perron vector 
of A), where (pk, xk) is any sequence produced by the algorithm. 
REMAFOC 3.1. AU the statements and proofs of this and subsequent 
sections are given for the case of MINQ algorithms. However, everything can 
be reproduced for MAxQ algorithms, with more or less obvious changes. 
For example, a statement about MINQ can be dualized into a statement 
about MAXQ. All you have to do is to substitute max for min, [p, + 00) for 
[0, p], and (p, + co) for [0, p), and reverse the inequalities [e.g. in Proposition 
3.3, pk < min,(x,) should be changed to pk 2 maxA(x 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that the splitting y& is irreducible and 
continuous in [0, p). Let (xk) be a sequence produced by a MINQ algorithm. 
Zf ( xk) is convergent, then ( pk) converges to p and ( xk) converges to v. 
Proof. Denote by p the limit of (pk), and by w the limit of (xk); recall 
that p < p. Assume, for a contradiction, that p < p. Taking limits in (2.3) 
shows that w is a Perron vector of T(p). So w is positive and T(p) w = rw, 
where r is the spectral radius of Z$.L). 
On the other hand, for the special sequence we have pe, = min.(x,,) and 
therefore 
(34 p = min*( w), 
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because min A is continuous in w > 0. This implies, in particular, the in- 
equality (pZ - A)w < 0. Here equality cannot hold, because we are assuming 
p < p. As [I + U(p)]” is positive (cf. [12, p. 26]), we must then have 
tZ + WL)I”W - A) w < 0. Therefore, by (2.1), 
(pZ - A)(l+ +‘w < 0. 
This means that Z.L < min,(w), which contradicts (3.1). Therefore p = p. 
To prove that 0 is the limit of (x,), just take limits in (pe,Z - A)r,, < 0 to 
get (pZ - A)w < 0 and then apply (1.2). n 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that the splitting 9, is continuous and 
primitive in [0, p). Then the following hold for any MINQ algorithm: 
(i) All sequences (pk) produced by the algorithm converge to p. 
(ii) Zf the algorithm generates a sequence (xk) satisfying pk < min,(x,) 
for all k, then ( xk) converges to v. 
Proof. (i): Let p (p G p) be the limit of (pLk). Assume, for a moment, 
that p < p. Then (T(pk)) converges to the primitive matrix T(p). By the 
strong ergodicity theorem (xk) converges. So Proposition 3.2 applies and 
gives us p = p. As this is a contradiction, we have p = p. 
(ii): The condition Z.L~ < min,(xk) may be written as (pkZ - A)x, < 0. 
Therefore, because p = p, we have (pZ - A)u < 0, where u is any sublimit of 
(xk). By (1.2) u equals v. Therefore (xk) has v as unique subhmit. W 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that the splitting 9, is continuous and primitive 
in 10, p]. Then any MINQ algorithm is globally convergent. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.3(i) we know that (pk) converges to p, and 
therefore (A) converges to T(p). As T(p) is primitive, the strong ergodic- 
ity theorem guarantees the convergence of (xk). By Proposition 3.2, (xk) 
converges to v. n 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume that the splitting 9& is continuous and primitive 
in [0, p). Then any bounded-step MINQ algorithm is globally convergent. 
Proof. For future reference, we split the proof into two parts. 
First part. From Proposition 3.3(i), we know that (pLk) converges to p. 
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Second part. As (pL,,Z - A)x,, < 0, any sublimit w of (x,,) satisfies 
(pZ - A)w < 0; therefore w = u and so (x,,) converges to 0. From (pZ - 
A)u = 0 it follows that T(p)0 = o. Then we have 
and therefore an easy introduction shows that 
(3.2) Iimx,+,=v 
i ’ 
forall s=O,1,2... . 
On the other hand, the fact that we are dealing with a bounded-step 
algorithm [recall (2.4)] implies that the set of nonnegative integers is the 
union of the m sets {ei + s: i =O,l,... } for 0 < s < m. That is, the sequence 
(xk) is covered by a finite number of subsequences with limit o [cf. (3.2)]. 
Therefore ( rk) converges to 0. n 
4. THE GLOBAL CONVERGENCE OF 
STEADY-CHOICE ALGORITHMS 
The primitivity of the splitting Y& has been extensively used in the last 
section as a main device to prove global convergence. The next theorem 
shows that primitivity is generally an indispensable condition. 
We note that Remark 3.1 is to be kept in mind. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that Ya is an irreducible, regular splitting in 
[0, p). Zf some steady-choice MINQ algorithm is globally convergent, then the 
splitting is primitive in [0, p). 
Proof. Let us assume that T(p) is not primitive for a certain p, ZJ < p. 
We shall exhibit a positive vector x0 such that the sequence (xk) produced by 
our steady-choice algorithm initialized with x0 is not convergent. It will turn 
out that the corresponding pk’s are aU equal to Z.L, so that our argument 
applies to any steadychoice MINQ algorithm. 
Let T(p) be cyclic of index h > 2. By a well-known theorem of Frobenius 
[4] (cf.e.g. [12], p. 381) there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
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PT@)Pr has an h x h block decomposition of the form 
Tl 0 .** 0 0 
0 T, .a. 0 0 
(4.1) . . . . . . . . 
b ; . . . b i,-, 
0 0 ... 0 0 
where the maindiagonal blocks are square zero matrices. By Remark 2.7 we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that T(p) already has the form (4.1). 
Denote by r the spectral radius of T(p), and let z = ( zl,. . . , z,,)~ be a 
corresponding Perron vector. Let us partition z according to (4.1). To be 
precise, let 1~1, be the number of rows of the block Ts, and define z(‘) = 
(@, . . .) z:‘)’ by 
if m,+ ... +m,_,<igm,+ ... +m,, m,:=O, 
Clearly, we have 
(4.2) z = z(l) + . . . + z(h) and T(p)z(S) = Tz(s-1) 
for s = 1,. . . , h (where we put z co) := z(~)). For every real 13 we define the 
vector z(~)=(z,(B),...,z,(B))r by 
z( 0) := z(l) + e( z(2) + . . . + &o). 
Observe that z(e) is not an eigenvector of T(p), whenever t9 # 1. However, 
(4.2) implies immediately that 
(4.3) T(J2(e) = A(e) for all 8. 
The definition of min A yields, after an easy computation, min,(z(8)) = 
min{ f(e), g(B)}, where f(0) and g(0) are given by 
g(e) = min 
i 
Ct=laikzk(e) 
m,<i<n i de) . 
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We proceed by proving the following claims: 
(4.4 min,(z) > p. 
(4.5) min,( zCS)) < p for all s. 
(4.6) There exists E such that 0 < E < 1 and 
min,( Z(s)) = CL. 
(4.7) min,(T(p)k.z(s))=p forall k=0,1,2,.... 
Proof of (4.4) As p < p, we have (PI - A)u < 0. If we multiply this by 
M(p))l on the left, we obtain [I - T(p)]v < 0. Therefore 1 < min,(,)(u), 
and so we have r > 1. On the other hand, from the identities TV = 72 and 
(PZ - A)W) = Z%)[Z - W)l we get 
(pZ - A)rz = N(p)(l- r)z. 
As all rows of N(p) are nonnegative and nonzero, as z is positive and 
1 - r < 0, the last identity implies (PI - A)z < 0. 
Proof of (4.5). Assume (4.5) is false, that is, (PI - A).z’“’ G 0 holds for 
some s. Multiplying this inequality by M(p)-’ on the left and taking (4.2) 
into account, we get z(‘) < 3-z (s-l) 
pattern of zeros of .z(‘) and z(~-‘). ’ 
But this can’t be true, because of the 
Proof of (4.6). Note that f(B) is a continuous function such that 
f( 8) > min,(z(8)) and f(0) = min,(z(‘)). From (4.5) we have p > f(0). 
Therefore, there exists p verifying 0 < p < 1 and f(p) < p. Then by (4.4), we 
get min,( z(1)) > p > min,(z(p)); the continuity of min,( z(0)) for 0 > 0 
yields (4.6). 
Proof of (4.7). By definition of min, we have (PI - A)z(E) < 0. There- 
fore 
(43) u(&(PZ - A)z(E) Q 0, 
and so (~1 - A)T(p)%(&) < 0. This means that 
(4.9) minA(T(P)k4E)) a P 
for all k. Assume, just for a moment, that strict inequality holds in (4.9) for 
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some k. Then (4.8) is strict as well, and so we have U(~)~~(pl- A)z(E) < 0. 
This inequality, (2.1), and (4.3) put together give us @.I- A)z(E) < 0, which 
contradicts (4.6). Therefore equality holds in (4.9) for all k. 
Finally, let us start our steady-choice MINQ algorithm with x0 given by 
By (4.7) it is clear that the sequence (/.L~) produced by the algorithm is 
constant: pk = p. Moreover, xk is given by 
xk = llT(dkXO II- lT(dkxO. 
Therefore, x jh+ i = xi for all j and i. This implies that (xk) has sublimits 
x0> x r,“‘., x&r. As x0 # x1, (xk) is divergent. 
The conclusion is that T(p) must be primitive. As T(p) and U(j*) are 
similar and U(p) >, 0 is irreducible, then U( EL) is primitive as well. W 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that the splitting Y? is continuous, irreducible, 
and regular in [0, p). Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for global 
convergence of some (and thus any) steady-choice MINQ algorithm is that Ya 
is primitive in [0, p). 
Proof. By the last theorem we only have to prove that the primitivity 
condition implies global convergence. 
For, assume that (e,) is a special sequence as in (2.5) and for a fixed k 
define r by r = k - ei, where i is the unique integer such that e, < k -C e,, 1. 
Then we have 
and therefore the identity (2.1) implies 
(h,z - A)xk = lIT(k$Xq II-lu(&t)‘(k.,z - A)xe,* 
AS (p,,Z - A)r, G 0, we have also @,,I - A)xk < 0. Therefore pk = PLe, G 
min,(x,), and Proposition 3.3 gives us the desired result. w 
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5. ON CONVERGENCE WITHOUT USING ERGODICITY 
The algorithms we are considering and the strong ergodicity theorem are 
obviously closely connected. So it is not surprising that this deep theorem 
heavily entered the proofs of Proposition 3.3 and Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 4.2. 
We have found however a simple argument to prove Theorem 3.5 without 
the use of the strong ergodicity theorem. This argument is given below. The 
reader will notice that the only nonelementary ingredients of the new proof 
of Theorem 3.5 are (i) the convergence of the power method for a primitive 
matrix and (ii) the extremality (1.2) of the Perron vectors (cf. [12, p. 281). 
New proof of Theorem 3.5. As in the former proof, we split this one into 
two parts. The second part is the same as before. 
First part. We prove that (pLk) converges to p. Let p (p < p) be the limit 
of (Pi). We shall assume that p < p, and we seek a contradiction. 
As e,+i- e, < m, it is easy to prove the following, where ( ki) is an 
increasing sequence of nonnegative integers: 
(5.1) For any sequence (k i) there exists a subsequence (k i,) and a positive 
integer d such that (k ii + d : j 2 0) is a subsequence of the special 
sequence (e,). 
Assume that (x~,) converges to a vector u. Then it is easily seen that 
limzrk +S =llT(~)“+lT(/+ forall s=O,1,2 ,.... 
i ’ 
Combining this with (5.1) we have the following: for any sublimit u of (x,), 
there exists an integer d > 1 such that ]]T(~)%~‘T(~)% is a sublimit of 
(x,,). Starting with u, we may then construct inductively a sequence of 
integers d s > 1 and a sequence of vectors u,, such that 
each u, being a sublimit of (x,,). As T(p) is primitive, the sequence (u,) 
converges to a Perron vector w of T(p). Moreover, w is a sublimit of (x,J, 
because w is the limit of a sequence of sublimits of (x,, ). As pcl,, = min,( x,,) 
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and w is positive, we have 
(5.2) p = min,(w). 
Thus, (PI - A)w G 0. As (PI - A)w # 0 and [I + U@)]” is positive, we 
have [I + U(p)]“(pZ - A)w < 0. Therefore, by (2.1), (~1 - A)w < 0, which 
is a contradiction with (5.2). n 
6. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS 
The applicability of steadychoice bounded-step MAXQ algorithms to the 
SOR and other classical splittings of CUZ - A has been discussed in [lo]. Let 
us take a closer look at the SOR splitting. 
EXAMPLE~.~. AssumethatA=D+L+R,whereD, L,andRarethe 
diagonal, the strictly lower, and the strictly upper parts of A. The (forward) 
SOR splitting of CUZ - A is given by 
(6.1) M,(u):=;(D,-wL) N&+=(;-l)Da+R 
T,(+=(D,-wL)-‘[(1-o)D,+wR] 
U,(a):= [(l-u)D,+oR](D,-wL)-‘, 
where D, denotes aZ - D and w is a fixed parameter 0 < w < 1. It is well 
known that (for A > 0, irreducible) this is a regular, primitive, and continuous 
splitting in the interval (a, + cc), where a := maxi a,,. 
As p(A) > a, any MAXQ algorithm based on this splitting is globally 
convergent. Note that in this case the convergence theorems of Section 3 do 
not apply to MINQ algorithms because 0 4 (a, + 00). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. In practical application of a MAXQ algorithm to the SOR 
splitting, the user may continuously change the value of w in each step k, 
without losing convergence. To be precise, let us select any continuous 
function w = w(o), defined for (Y > a, such that 0 < ~(a) < 1. Using the 
notation of (6.1), we define M(a) := Mwccrj(~), T(cu) := T,,,,( (Y), etc. For this 
splitting any MAXQ algorithm is globally convergent. Roughly speaking, this 
means that the user may choose, at each step of the process, the values Z.L~ 
and ok (pLk > 0, 0 < ok < 1) .and use the iteration matrix Z’,,(ZJ~) to compute 
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xk+i. If the pLk’s are frequently updated by the maximum quotient function 
maxA and if the convergence of (pk) and (wk) is secured so that 0 < limktik 
< 1, then Theorem 3.4 guarantees the convergence of the process to the 
Perron pair of A. 
REMARK. Assume that our choice of the W~‘S is such that 0 < wk < 1 and 
limkWk = 1 [to be precise: assume that w(p(A)) = 1 and 0 < u(o) < 1 for 
(Y > p]. In practice, this means that, in the limit, we are dealing with the 
Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix [T,(p) in the notation (6.1)], which is not 
irreducible. However, Theorems 3.5 and 4.2 apply to this case. Therefore any 
bounded-step or steadychoice MAXQ algorithm is globally convergent. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let us decompose A as A = B + C, where I? > 0 is 
irreducible and C > 0 is column and row allowable. Given two continuous 
functions of (Y > 0, s(a) and w(a), such that 0 < a((~) < 1 and (Y + s(a) > 
[l - w(a)] p(B), we define a splitting of (~1 - A by 
M(a):= [a+s(a)]z- [l-+X)]& 
N(cu) := [s(a)z + O((Y)B] + c. 
As M(o) is an irreducible M-matrix (cf. [ 11, [ 121) and C is column and 
row allowable, T(o) and U(o) are positive matrices for (Y >, 0. Therefore the 
splitting is continuous and primitive in the interval [0, + co). Thus Theorem 
3.4 applies to any MINQ or MAXQ algorithm based on this splitting. 
Now, assume that we allow s(p) = 0 and o(p) = 1 [0 < ~(a) < 1 for 
(Y # p]. Then, the limiting iteration matrix is T(p) = p-‘A. Therefore, if A is 
irreducible imprimitive, T(p) is not a convergent matrix. An interesting fact 
is that our results guarantee, even so, the global convergence of any MINQ or 
MAXQ algorithm of bounded-step or steady-choice type. However, in this 
abnormal case we can only expect very slow convergence. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Marques de Sci for helpful discus- 
sions on the subject mutter of this paper. 
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